
Subject: Infrastructure element datamodel quality and input-data source
Posted by Torben Brand on Wed, 13 Mar 2024 10:44:23 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

With partial reference to [1]

Bane NOR (and the Norwegian Railway Directorate) needs to describe the quality of the (railML)
models. The used source for the input data to generate the model (that is transferred via railML) is
important to define the quality. I have 3 questions here:

1. We currently use the free text string in railML2: state@remarks for this. But what is the
equivalent in railML3? Is it maybe: elementState<name>@name or @description? Feels a bit
strange to use <name> here. But @name is mandatory and @description is optional. 
Example of a free text format we suggest to use in the Norwegian railway sector is:"Quality:gold;
based on USO-15-S-00102_03B; 27.3.2023" So this could then be divided in <name
language="en" name="quality:gold" description="based on USO-15-S-00102_03B; source
document revision date 27.3.2023">? What goes into @name and what into @description? Or do
you just use a dummy name and put the whole description in @description?

2. The infrastructure/element-State@value is important for the definition of the quality. We set
elementState@value="operational"/"planned"/"conceptual" on specific elements. But we also set it
on the planning/project area of the planned infrastructure that uses <genericArea> (with 
projectArea@ref to genericArea@id). Note it is currently undefined if the elements within that area
inherit the state value (unless specific referenced from elementState@refersToElement). 
The question is: can <elementState@refersToElement refer to genericArea@id?

3. There is a desire to model the source and quality descriptions of individual elements or
elements grouped in an area (question 2 above) more unambiguously than in free text (as
discussed in question 1) using uniform attributes. It would also have been nice to include this in
railML3.3. Would this be possible? I have some modelling ideas...

[1]:    https://www.railml.org/forum/index.php?t=msg&th=726& goto=2455&#msg_2455

[2]  https://railoscope.com/tickets/TcBEfyVmiJTWLZm8?branchId=60a
fb99b29ddd44671acafc8&modelId=6074970baba15e47fca2626c&a mp;selectId=5584-3

 Update - now with an example of a project area with a state in a project specific branch (a snap
shot relevant to the planned project) in Railoscope [2]:

The project area "Rånåsfoss stasjon, forlenget kryssingsspor" has a status "planned" with
remark "according to document "KVB-15-C-10000_00B". Elements marked with the status
"conceptual" in the project area are based on a model for a 2-track station on a single-track line
with ETCS (doc. no.: 202100192-11), adjusted to 740m effective train length for the Kongsvinger
line in accordance with effect package 14." PS. Translated from the norwegian description in
Railoscope (which is not transferred in railML3.2 as it is ambiguous  see question 1).

The elements have different states according to the planning (some examples):
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- Switch "1" has state "planned" as it is part of the plan referenced in the project area.
- Switch "2" has state "operational" as it is planned not to be changed as part of the plan
referenced in the project area.
- All signals in the station have state "conceptual" as they are not part of the plan as this does not
cover signalling. They are designed based on a template as described in the remark of the project
area.  

Subject: Re: Infrastructure element datamodel quality and input-data source
Posted by Torben Brand on Mon, 18 Mar 2024 13:34:16 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

In answer to my own previous post question nr. 3: creating new element(s) for the unambiguous
description of parts of the input data source and its quality.

I suggest to add two new sub-elements <source> and <quality> to <infrastructureState>

My initial idea for a definition of a <source> element is:
<source> description of the input data for specific elements for the generation of the model
transferred via railML.

With use of generic element <name> for name of:
-	Document (example name="USO-15-S-00102_03B" description="Bane NOR system Proarc
document number")
-	File (example: name="60-00.00-T-SPO-GEOM-00-3.dwg" description="sent from the project
engineer Jon Doe 08.02.2024"
-	Source (example name="BaneData" description="Bane NOR asset management system")

My initial ideas for a definition of a <quality> element are:
<quality> description of the quality of the input data for specific elements that are contained in the
railML model.

With the choice for use of either the generic element <name> for a looser description of the quality
or use of <designator> for a standardised quality system/scale and its entry value. 

Examples for such a system could be with levels 1-10 with 10 is best quality and 1 is worst. With
definition of the 10 quality levels. For example, level 10 measured with a precision of +/- 20 cm
and correct attribute values verified according to use case. Level 1: do not use for input data for
use case RTCI. Only basic sketch as a foundation for further work.  
With use of <designator> you can use your own defined scaling system. For instance Bane NOR
is thinking about using a simpler scale with three levels "gold"/"silver"/"bronze".

The element names "source" and "quality" should obviously be checked to be Dublin core
compliant.

Alternative we could use Dublin core elements in <metadata> for certain quality levels and
reference between those and <elementState>.
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Subject: Re: Infrastructure element datamodel quality and input-data source
Posted by Thomas Nygreen on Fri, 26 Apr 2024 16:09:20 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Dear Torben,

Regarding your question 1, I have to point out that human readable properties like name and
description "are not to be used to contain computer-processable data, nor shall it be parsed by
programmes in any way." (see  https://wiki3.railml.org/wiki/Dev:Identities#Differentiation
_from_other_indications)

Regarding question 2, there is also a proposal to move states into Common, to allow use by all
the subschemas: https://development.railml.org/railml/version3/-/issues/491
I still think the interpretation of a state referring to an area should be decided in the Infrastructure
community.

Regarding question 3, is this covered by an existing or proposed railML 3 use case?

Best regards
Thomas

Subject: Re: Infrastructure element datamodel quality and input-data source
Posted by Torben Brand on Sat, 27 Apr 2024 07:10:09 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Unfortunately I was a bit over eager in my description and described in question 1 something that
should be computer parsed. So the (strict) answer is quite correct. However the content is
currently only human readable. See example:
«According to KVB-15-C-10000_00B.
Elements marked with the status "conceptual" in the project area are based on a template for a
2-track station on a single-track line with ETCS (doc. no.: 202100192-11), adjusted to 740m
effective train length for the Kongsvinger line according to effect package 14. (added by Torben
Brand, 24.8.2023)»
So the question remains where to put this human readable text string in railML3.2?

What does the instrastructure coordinator think about question 2?:
can <elementState@refersToElement refer to genericArea@id or projectArea@id? And if yes:
which one of the two?

Answer to question 3 is no. So I suggest I make a draft «quality» UC together with the common
coordinator and present this in the autum conference to be proposed to be developed in a
comunity working group for railML 3.4.
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